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A Houston businessman named Charles Vance experiences an unusually vivid and memorable
dream in which he sees a man standing in front of a brightly painted cottage. He recognizes the
man as a fellow named Murphy who, many years before, had been a mentor and father figure to
Vance. After Vance married, he and his wife often visited Murphy and his wife, Lorraine; but the
couples had drifted apart a few years before Murphy’s death.
In the dream, Murphy says that it is important for Vance to tell Lorraine “to look in the
hall … just south of the bedroom, to the right of the light socket … inside that wall.” Vance tells
his own wife of the dream, but refuses to call Lorraine, being sure that she would think him nuts.
But the dream is repeated four or five times and, finally, Vance’s wife, seeing how disturbed
Vance is becoming, calls Lorraine herself and tells her about the dreams. Shortly, a very excited
Lorraine calls back to say that she had broken into the wall indicated by her husband’s spirit and
found a cache of “thousands and thousands of dollars.”
Lorraine also informed the Vances that her house was scheduled to be remodeled during
the following week and the money might well have been found by one of the laborers. Of course,
he might have turned it over to Lorraine, but perhaps not. Thus the urgency of Murphy’s message
was most reasonable at that time. Lorraine claims that she had absolutely no idea that any money
had been hidden in the house.
When Lorraine called her daughter in Florida to tell her about the fortunate discovery, the
daughter replied that she had been having the same dreams as had Vance, but had ignored them.
The woman was Murphy’s step-daughter and the Vances had never met her.
This story was revealed, rather reluctantly, to author Dianne Arcangel after a friend had
urged her to contact the Vances.
For Further Information See: Afterlife Encounters by Dianne Arcangel, 2005, pages 74-82.
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